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The Hunter 
 
The Hunter has a gift for making living beings into corpses, then harvesting their skin and meat. 
 
Inherent—Forage 
• You can find food just about anywhere. You can spend 1 hour looking for food and automatically 

find enough servings for [1 meal per Awareness bonus]. You can also test Awareness, and if 
successful, find an additional serving. You can also use Awareness to identify what is edible and what 
is not in animal corpses, mushrooms, berries, clouded water, etc. 

 
Limitation—Civic Claustrophobia 
• People sure like to pack in tight with each other. Then the vermin move in. All the noise, the body 

odor, sewage in the streets, crime, oppression, laws, taxes… Every time you go to town you can’t 
wait to do your business and get out, back to the wilds where things make some sense. 

 
Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 

1st   Woodsman 
2nd  Tracker 
3rd   Stalker 
4th   Predator 

Customized range weapon, furs and 
leathers, buckskin boots, a jaunty 
hat, a pouch of jerky and dry 
berries. 
 
Starting Coin: 1d12 sp 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Butchery. Constant ability. Small animals can make 2 servings of meat and 3 silver of hide. Medium 

animals (half human size) can make 6 servings of meat and 1 gold of hide. Big animals (human size) 
can make 20 servings of meat and 5 gold of hide. Huge animals can make 60 servings of meat and 15 
gold of hide. It takes about 5 minutes to extract a serving of meat from a corpse, and 5 minutes per 
silver piece to prepare the hide. Special elements like ivory, venom, and delicacies can be identified 
and removed. Adjust these guidelines as needed. 

 
• Canny Prey. Constant ability. Either a base Awareness test when none would be allowed, or +2 to a 

normal Awareness test, to detect traps and ambushes. You know how to set them, where they should 
be, and how they work. 

 
• Silent Step. Constant ability. Your stealth is practiced to surprise animals, but it works more 

generally too. Gain +2 on Cunning tests to move unseen and unheard. Double the bonus in the wilds. 
 
• Tracking. Constant ability. Identify who or what was present, and where they went. Add difficulty 

for elapsed time, rain, difficult terrain, and so on. Can test Awareness to know one important fact 
about what happened or the state of those making the tracks. Can be opposed with Cunning. 

 
• Breathless Shot. Once per arena. Focus action. You don’t often get a second shot at prey, so you are 

trained to aim for the heart or throat. Shooting at an unaware or unmoving target in the same arena or 
an adjacent arena, do an extra 1d5 (1d10 /2 round up) wounds on a successful hit. 
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. You’ll mount a dragon head on your wall, or you will die trying. 
2. Your clan was scattered when the [elves? orcs?] drove humans out of the forest. Get revenge. 
3. The legendary [place] was naturally beautiful, now polluted with evil. Return it to its pure state. 
4. Humans make no sense. Why won’t the elves allow you into their society? Find acceptance. 
5. It was a cold winter of famine when you discovered delicious human flesh. Eat more. Secretly. 
6. You were imprisoned for poaching as a pre-teen. The Baron values sport more than life. Punish him. 
7. Your mother said your father was killed in a raid, but he sent you a letter last month. What?! 
8. You want to track prey across every biome, snagging one prize trophy from each. 
9. The [animal] is your totem and inspiration, and they are being hunted to extinction. Preserve them. 
10. You will gather hunters to your banner, and ride the Wild Hunt through [the city]. Glorious. 
 


